MOS 1035—Bombardier: 2LT Orley Van Dyke
My goal after turning 18 on December 30, 1942 was to join the Marines. I was informed the only way to
join the Marines was by going through the local draft board. I went with the February (1943) draft quota for my
physical. I passed the physical and had a choice of either joining the Navy or the Army. If I chose the Navy there
was a slight chance I could be chosen for the Marines. Since I didn’t want to take a chance of not being chosen, I
opted for the Army.
We were sent to Camp Grant, IL where we were given our army clothing and could send our civilian clothes
home. After a few days we were sent to Ft. Sill, OK. I was assigned to a Flash and Sound Battery for my Basic
Training. These are the men that are in a foxhole with binoculars, in front of the line; when they see a flash they
send the coordinates back to the artillery.
After taking some additional tests, I found out that my IQ was above average and I would be sent to Officer
Training School after my Basic. I had almost completed my Basic Training when one of the fellows in my barracks
asked me to go with him to the reception center and take the test for the Air Force Cadet program. I had no idea
what this was all about but for something to do, I went with him. After the 3 or 4 hour test was over the Sgt. graded
the papers and told me that I was now in the Air Force.
A few weeks later I was sent to Sheppard Field in Wichita Falls, Texas. I felt like I was just buying time there
and waited a couple of months before being sent to Kansas State College in Manhattan, Kansas. After a few
months going to college we were sent to Santa Ana, CA where we were tested for either Pilot, Navigator, or Bombardier.
It was while taking flying lessons at Kansas State that I found out I had bad depth perception and would not
qualify for Pilot training. I did qualify for either Navigator or Bombardier; since navigation had a lot of figuring in it, I
chose Bombardier. In March of 1944 I was sent to Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque, New Mexico for Bombardier training; I finished training there in September and was finally able to go home after being gone for 20 months. After
my one-week furlough I reported back to Lincoln, Nebraska where I was assigned to a crew. We went, as a crew, to
Alamogordo, New Mexico for Combat Crew Training. We had B-29s from India – old junkers sent back — they were
quite worn out. As I recall, we did not get to do much flying there as most of the time the planes we were to fly
were not flyable.
Finishing our training there we were sent to Kearney, Nebraska where we had brand new B-29s and were
able to calibrate the instruments. While in Kearney, I married my sweetheart, Betty, the day before I left for combat
in the Pacific. We had been going together before I left for service and had been writing to each other all the time.
I used to send her silk pillowcases from all the different PXs I visited. I also sent her a Cedar chest when I was in
Lincoln, NE. Betty visited me while I was at Kansas State.
From Kearney we flew to Sacramento, CA and on to
Hawaii and then to Guam. I believe we were the first replacement crew to arrive at the 330th; the crew before us,
which included the squadron CO, only completed two missions before being shot down. Needless to say, we were not
exactly welcomed by the crew in the barracks we were assigned to; later, we found out why. Another replacement
crew, one that we trained with in Alamogordo, also arrived
on Guam soon after us; they crashed on take off (their first
mission) and all were killed. It was very sad; I recalled the
Pilot’s wife was very pregnant when we left.
Telling enough, on our first and second missions I
would take my parachute off, but by the eighth or ninth mission I would keep it on; later I just wore it during the entire
mission.
I always sat in the nose of the B-29 upon take-off
(some of the Bombardiers would sit in the back). About an
hour after take-off, I would go into the bomb bays and remove the pins from the bombs. After dropping the bombs, I
would call one of the gunners to check the rear bomb bay.
On one of our missions, probably our fourth mission, I called
to have the rear bomb bay checked; our Left Gunner re-

ported “all clear”. However, when our bomb bay was opened after landing a 500 lb bomb was discovered—
still stuck in the bomb bay!…everyone scattered when they saw that! Needless to say this never happened
again. On another mission our Radio Operator checked the front bomb bay after we dropped our bombs and
said there was a bomb stuck. I tried to Salvo the bomb, to no avail. I then went into the bomb bay with a
screwdriver in my hand and walked along the catwalk and was able to release the bomb over the water. I
had to remove my parachute since there was not enough room between the bomb and the side of the plane;
I still have dreams about this.
I recall on one of our day missions we were to fly on the right wing of the formation, but due to a mix
up, another crew took this position and we flew in the slot (behind the lead). Suddenly I saw a shadow come
across the nose – a fighter plane flew over our nose and shot down the plane where we were supposed to
have been. I watched as five men in the rear of the plane bailed out, but no one from the front. Evidently
they were all killed. I watched as the plane crashed, and watched as the fighter pilot machine gunned the
men as they floated down with their parachutes.
It was during another mission that we had a mid air-collision; the tail of our plane was in the rear
bomb bay of the plane above us (K-31)! I scurried out of my Bombardier’s position in the nose in no time.
We lost a few feet of our plane’s tail/vertical stabilizer, but did escape without further damage. All of this
took place with our #3 engine out; we were able to fly the 700 miles to Iwo Jima, where we landed for repairs.
On another mission, our Radar Observer informed the crew that he also had a window; a piece of flak made a
large hole just above his head! He ended up plugging the hole with his gloves so as to remain pressurized.
Since there was not much for me to do while flying to and from the target, I would sometimes sit in
the Engineer’s seat and watch the gauges while he would nap. Our Flight Engineer would tell me to keep it
at 28-28 (Manifold Pressure and Prop Speed).
We used an “oven” over by the putt-putt where we would heat our meals.
Our crew flew 24 missions and we were awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, 4 Air Medals and 2
Presidential Citations. I am very proud of doing my part for my country.
I joined a liquor club on Guam; I
don’t remember how much it cost to join, I
do remember that for $1.00 we were suppose to receive a fifth of liquor each week
(brandy, whiskey, etc.) This was fine for a
couple weeks and then for a couple weeks
there was nothing, then maybe a week
later we could have a bottle of brandy or
maybe wine. I would trade or sell most of
my liquor to either Marines back from Okinawa, who wanted to trade swords or Jap
flags for liquor or would even pay for a
fifth; or trade my liquor for things made by
CB’s.
Some of the things I still have are a lamp made from a 105 howitzer base, a 20mil post and 45 cal
shells around the base. I also have a real nice bank made from coconut. I traded two-fifths for a Japanese
flag that a Marine took from a dead jap...my kids/grandkids used to take it to school for show-and-tell; I have
since given it to PIMA.
I flew home on K-40, we ran into a terrible storm around Hawaii. I recall eating pineapple pie and
pineapple juice often; once we arrived at Mather AFB in Sacramento, CA you could have any kind of food you
wanted. Our plane came with two binoculars, one in the nose by me, the other in the back by the gunner; I
decided that one of them was going to be mine. Since we flew our plane back to the States, I managed to
send one home with a bunch of clothes; I still have it. From Sacramento we took a troop train to Chicago and
from there I returned to Holland, Michigan.
After returning home, I went to visit the newspaper where I had worked. They begged me to come
back as they were short handed; so I was back to work after only being home a week.
I kept in touch with my crew after the war. A funny thing happened to our CFC Gunner, Ted Lewis,
after the war; he returned home and received a notice from his draft board that he was being drafted. He
went to the draft board and told them he had just returned from flying 24 missions over Japan. They told him
that this was not possible as he was too young to have done this! He showed him his discharge papers and
was not drafted.

I worked at the newspaper until 1970, after which we took over a furniture store that my in-laws owned.
We were there until 1983 at which time we sold the store . I then went to work part-time for the City of Holland, MI
for 10 years before retiring. It was in 1980 that I received a letter from Ken Hurley, our Navigator, telling me that
our plane was in a museum in Tucson, AZ. Shortly after hearing this, some of our crew met down there for a reunion. This was a very emotional meeting to again see the airplane in which we flew so many missions together.
Since that first meeting we have spent a few more get-togethers there.
During one of our get-togethers the museum had a video made. The name of the video is The Biography of
a Bomber and I believe is available at the Tucson Air and Space Museum.
[Editors Note: It is! I was able to purchase a copy of this DVD by phoning the PIMA museum:
520-574-0462]
On our first crew get-together in Tucson, our 12-year old grandson went with us. I took pictures of him sitting in the same Bombardier’s seat that I sat in many years before. He has this picture, along with an article from
the local newspaper, mounted in a frame, hanging on the wall. This was very emotional for me—seeing my grandson sitting in my old seat.
At the present time there are only three of our crew still living: Ted Lewis, Wncel Bohr, and me. Chum Bohr,
our LG, was an All-State Football player, but boy did he get air-sick at Alamogordo!
I have really enjoyed the 330th Bomb Group Association and the previous reunions we had. The American
Legion owned the golf course in Holland, Michigan, so I joined that group, as well.

